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In 1930, 71.1 out of every 100,000 Americans died of tuberculosis. Although this number
dropped to 26.8 out of every 100,000 by 1949, the tuberculosis epidemic remained a very real
threat throughout the 1930s and 1940s.1 The creation of sanitariums to house those with
tuberculosis in America began in 1885 when Edward Trudeau opened the Adirondack Cottage
Sanitarium as a method of both treating patients and segregating them from the rest of society.2
During the Progressive Era though, preventoriums also began springing up around the country.
Although the first was constructed in Lakewood, New Jersey in 1909, the movement came to be
centered in California, home to eight preventoriums. The preventorium was a blend of
sanitarium, school, and home for healthy children at risk, particularly impoverished and
immigrant children, for developing tuberculosis. It sought to teach middle-class values of
hygiene and nutrition through an indoor-outdoor environment that emphasized fresh air and
play.3 The post-Progressive Era middle class focused on saving children, but through doing so,
they used children to solidify their position in society. During the Great Depression and World
War II, children played a similarly essential role.
Children were chosen as focal points within the anti-tuberculosis movement, with their
roles shaped by society’s changing view of childhood, the emergence of the middle class, and the
socioeconomic and political climate of the 1930s and 1940s. Children were used by the antituberculosis movement as conduits through which to disseminate information and enact controls

1. U.S. Department of Commerce and Bureau of the Census, Bicentennial Edition: Historical Statistics of
the United States, Colonial Times to 1970, ed. Helen E. Teir (Washington, D.C., 1975), 58, accessed May 18, 2018,
https://www2.census.gov/library/publications/1975/compendia/hist_stats_colonial-1970/hist_stats_colonial-1970p1chB.pdf.
2. Barbara Bates, Bargaining for Life: A Social History of Tuberculosis, 1876-1938 (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1992), 75.
3. Cynthia A. Connolly, Saving Sickly Children: The Tuberculosis Preventorium in American Life, 19091970 (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2008), 2, accessed March 30, 2018, ProQuest.
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on the working class and as marketing tools to fundraise money and discourage certain
behaviors. Health education in schools had two main goals: (1) for educated children to become
educated adults and (2) for educated children to transform the behaviors of adults around
them. Additionally, images of children were utilized as marketing tools to fundraise via
Christmas Seal sales and to alter people’s behaviors via health education posters. The rapidly
increasing desire to protect and please children that emerged out of the Progressive Era allowed
materials marketed to children and materials that used images of children to be crucial to the
success of both the anti-tuberculosis movement and the solidification of the middle class in the
1930s and 1940s.
In order to understand the actions of the middle class in the 1930s and 1940s, it first
becomes necessary to understand middle-class values and views of the working class.
Individual’s actions and the conditions of social institutions were both seen as responsible for the
unhealthy conditions of the working class. Since the beginning of the 19th century, social
researchers had identified the impact of social conditions on the working class’s ability to make
healthy decisions. However, the middle class used their protection from the overwhelming
economic challenges faced by the working class and their scientific knowledge to cement their
position in the Progressive Era and the following decades. 4 Scientific advancements in the early
19th century led to a wave of “rules for healthful living based on modern science.”5 Many of
these “rules” were inaccessible to the working class during the Great Depression and World War
II because the cost was too great. For example, only eating fresh fruits and vegetables might have

4. Howard M. Leichter, “‘Evil Habits’ and ‘Personal Choices’: Assigning Responsibility for Health in the
20th Century,” The Milbank Quarterly 81, no. 4 (2003), 609-610, accessed November 24, 2018,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3655836.
5. Irving Fisher and Eugene Lyman Fisk, How to Live: Rules for Healthful Living Based on Modern
Science (New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1916), 1.
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been healthy, but these perishable items proved to be far more expensive than bread and beans.
While middle-class Americans, who generally received a moderate income that fell in between
the riches of the upper class and the survival wages of the working class, could afford such
healthy luxuries, the working class could not.6
The middle class fell in the middle range of income earned in America, and most
members of the middle class had some degree of higher education and worked as teachers,
lawyers, doctors, etc. In addition to these general characteristics, the middle class has
traditionally been held together with a certain set of values. Beginning in the 1900s, a greater
emphasis was placed on recreation for children and retirement for the elderly. Progressive and
Great Depression era programs, like the creation of the Social Security Administration and
restrictions on child labor, reflected those values and established the precedent that America
should create social institutions that protect and care for those who cannot take care of
themselves. In contrast, the middle class also valued individualism and thought that people had
the ability to achieve success by following the ‘right’ path; in essence, they believed success was
not based on birth but on actions. This contrasted working-class values that sought out
collectivist social programs to reduce wealth disparities and provide the context for success.
Other values of middle-class Americans included an emphasis on Christianity and nationalism.7
Christianity was also a value of the middle class that informed their position on health
and education. Living a healthy life was seen as “the morally right” path that reflected a life lived
virtuously. In this way, spreading information that would help others live a more healthy lifestyle

6. Leichter, 613.
7. Peter N. Stearns, “The Middle Class: Toward a Precise Definition,” Comparative Studies in Society and
History 21, no. 3 (July 1979): 394-395, accessed November 24, 2018, https://www.jstor.org/stable/178535.
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would be similar to missionary or volunteer work, an important method of giving back in
middle-class, Christian communities.8
Middle-class Americans also viewed individual health as connected to the health and
wellbeing of the nation. Fears of the American race deteriorating following the influx of
immigrants in the early 20th century fed a view that Americans had an obligation to live
responsibly to protect the country. The middle-class, therefore, instituted educational reforms in
schools, created health education posters, provided free school lunches, etc. with the goal of
protecting the country from the scourge of careless, un-American working-class values. Through
these efforts, the middle class was also able to assert themselves as the disseminators of
information within society.9
Children proved to be successful marketing tools and were used to promote sales of
Christmas Seals—stamps sold each Christmas to fund the National Tuberculosis Association—
and used in health education campaigns, due to American sentimentalism and childhood
protectionism.10 Programs aimed at educating children about health and wellness in schools
instead of preventoriums began in 1916 with the Modern Health Crusade and surged toward the
beginning of the 1920s, continuing until the Health Education Service enveloped the program in
1945.11 Through health education curricula developed and championed by the National
Tuberculosis Association (NTA), healthy children acted as a conduit through which the middle-

8. Leichter, 620.
9. Ibid., 617.
10. Jennifer A. Williamson, Twentieth-Century Sentimentalism: Narrative Appropriation in American
Literature (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2014), 198-199; Neil Postman, The Disappearance of
Childhood, 1st Vintage Books ed. (New York: Vintage Books, 1994), 67.
11. Bates, 274; Harrison E. Shryock, National Tuberculosis Association, 1904-1954: A Study of the
Voluntary Health Movement in the United States (New York: National Tuberculosis Association, 1957), 172,
accessed May 16, 2018, https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc1.b4193447;view=1up;seq=94.
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class members of the NTA asserted their intellectual superiority over the working class.
Images of children were also used as marketing tools. Health education posters that
attempted to influence the working class’s behaviors used images of children in order to
persuade people to act according to the instructions on the poster. Christmas Seals were
marketed using images of children and through evoking the Christmas spirit of giving to the
needy that began in the late 1800s. Photographs of group tours of children’s sanitariums also
provided the middle class with an opportunity to demonstrate their superiority over the working
class by showing how successful they were at caring for sick and needy children.
Although many have examined the rise of preventoriums and children’s sanitariums in
the early 1900s, few have examined the vital role healthy children played in the tuberculosis
prevention and search-for-a-cure movement. Scholars often mention children as historical side
notes rather than a group historically important in and of themselves. The emerging
historiography surrounding the history of childhood clearly focuses on children, but secondary
source material that analyzes the role of children and the concept of childhood in relation to
tuberculosis is slim. The source material that exists regarding children and tuberculosis often
focuses on what the middle class did to children, not on the role children played in furthering the
movement.12 Although researchers have studied middle-class interventions into children’s health,
few have analyzed the role children themselves played in the middle class’s goal of asserting
themselves as intellectually and morally superior to the working class, in fundraising efforts for
the National Tuberculosis Association, in the education of the working class, and in the creation
and sustainment of children’s tuberculosis sanitariums. Children's vital role in the viability and

12. Ibid., 170-171.
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sustainability of these movements makes them a group worthy of further study because to ignore
them is to disregard a key group in the history of the anti-tuberculosis movement.
Three main threads of secondary sources work together to provide context within the
current research. The first includes sources that chronicle the rise of the middle class in America
as seen through their role in the anti-tuberculosis movement. In order for the middle class to
cement their position in the social hierarchy, they had to demonstrate their power over the
working class. As many of the authors in this category show, middle-class Americans
accomplished this through the dissemination of middle-class values, especially through the
education of children. The second thread of secondary literature focus on the history of
childhood and how children were used by the middle class to disseminate middle-class values to
working-class families. Childhood is a socially constructed idea and is subject to change. In the
late 1800s, Americans began to feel responsible for protecting children, and the middle class’s
use of children aided their emergence as an unmistakable class within society. The third thread
involves an examination of how and why children are chosen for marketing and advertisements.
This helps provide a basis for later discussions of images of children in marketing campaigns.
Most of the secondary literature about tuberculosis, class, and childhood overlap, so it is difficult
to truly categorize them into specific areas, but few analyze all three issues. Rarely are healthy
children’s roles within the anti-tuberculosis movement studied at all. Additionally, the size and
scope of this paper are limited, and as such, some issues, like of racial segregation within
sanitariums, cannot be thoroughly examined.
The intersections between disease, class, and perceptions of childhood are complex and
numerous. Georgina Feldberg’s examination of the effects the rise of the middle class had on
treatment tactics and epidemiological views offers useful insight into the history of the

9
emergence of the middle class.13 Likewise, Jeanne Abrams’s and Cynthia Connolly’s analyses of
the re-education of the working poor demonstrate the reasoning behind and the conflicts that
emerged from the middle class’s desire to act as the disseminators of knowledge.14 Julia
Guarneri’s examination of the Fresh Air Fund continues in this vein of research but demonstrates
how the middle class simultaneously sought to protect children while also using working-class
children to re-educate their parents in middle-class, Christian values and practices.15 Research by
Marta Zarzycka, Connolly, Joel Spring, and the American Psychological Association works to
explain how children act as ideal consumers and ‘products’ to market to the American people.16
Although some research has contributed to the study of the how changing class dynamics (i.e.
the emergence of the middle class) and perceptions of childhood contributed to the treatment of
children with tuberculosis, few have studied how all these factors contributed to the increasing

13. Georgina D. Feldberg, Disease and Class: Tuberculosis and the Shaping of Modern North American
Society (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1995), 8.
14. In this way, they viewed their knowledge as power, similar to colonial concepts of the colonizers’
knowledge of language begetting their power. Jeanne E. Abrams, “’Spitting Is Dangerous, Indecent, and Against the
Law!’ Legislating Health Behavior During the American Tuberculosis Crusade,” Journal of the History of Medicine
and Allied Sciences 68, no. 2 (2013): 417-418, accessed April 10, 2018, https://doi.org/10.1093/jhmas/jrr073;
Cynthia A. Connolly, Saving Sickly Children: The Tuberculosis Preventorium in American Life, 1909-1970 (New
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2008), 79, accessed March 30, 2018, ProQuest. For more about the social
history of tuberculosis, see Helen Bynum, Spitting Blood: The History of Tuberculosis (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2015); Barbara Bates, Bargaining for Life: A Social History of Tuberculosis, 1876-1938 (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1992); Sarah A. Lauer, “The Social Impact of the Misconceptions Surrounding
Tuberculosis,” The Iowa Historical Review 7 (2017): 55–78, accessed April 1, 2018, https://doi.org/10.17077/23731842.1039; Sheila M. Rothman, Living in the Shadow of Death: Tuberculosis and the Social Experience of Illness in
American History (New York: BasicBooks, 1994).
15

Julia Guarneri, “Changing Strategies for Child Welfare, Enduring Beliefs about Childhood: The Fresh
Air Fund, 1877-1926,” The Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era 11, no. 1 (January 2012): 27, accessed
April 19, 2018, http://www.jstor.org/stable/23249057.
16

Marta Zarzycka, "Save the Child: Photographed Faces and Affective Transactions in NGO Child
Sponsoring Programs," European Journal of Women's Studies 23, no. 1 (2015): 31-32, accessed October 7, 2018,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/1350506814568362; Joel Spring, American Education, 17 ed. (New York: Routledge,
2016), 5-6; Brian L. Wilcox, Dale Kunkel, Joanne Cantor, Peter Dowrick, Susan Linn, and Edward Palmer, Report
of the APA Task Force on Advertising and Children: Psychological Issues in the Increasing Commercialization of
Childhood (Washington, DC: American Psychological Association, 2004), 7, accessed October 7, 2018,
https://www.apa.org/pi/families/resources/advertising-children.pdf.
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role of children within the anti-tuberculosis movement.
In order to study how the middle class sought to cement their position in society through
the use of children in the anti-tuberculosis movement, it is necessary to examine imagery (e.g.
photographs, posters, and Christmas Seals), educational curricula, and materials marketed to
children. Mediums outside the written realm were traditionally not studied in history until the
cultural turn in the 1960s and 1970s. The New Cultural History approach was largely chosen
because of the source material being examined. Historian Keith Thomas’s legacy of using an
anthropological approach to study everyday life led to increased investigation into sexuality,
magic, marriage, and childhood. The focus on photography, imagery, and children makes the
New Cultural History lens particularly pertinent in this analysis because for the most part, these
are not traditional written sources that a historian might analyze when employing alternative
approaches.17
The challenge of researching the history of childhood emphasizes the need for the New
Cultural History approach for another reason as well. One of the greatest legacies of
anthropological influences on history has been the inclusion of “‘the people with history.’”18
Children do not often write their own histories, so it is difficult to analyze historical events
through children’s point of view. We must therefore lean on the material elements that include
children, like posters and photographs, and works written about them. In this way, childhood can
be studied through the lens of the middle class by understanding the assumptions made about
children and the differences between working-class and middle-class children that enabled the

17. Anna Green and Kathleen Troup, The Houses of History: A Critical Reader in Twentieth-Century
History and Theory (New York, NY: Manchester University Press, 1999), 172-179.
18. Ibid., 178.
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middle-class influencers of the National Tuberculosis Association to exert their power through
and by using images of these working-class children.19

“…children have existed for less than four hundred years.”20
The history of childhood situates children’s roles within society in their historical
context, which can help explain why children became the focus of the anti-tuberculosis
movement. Prior to the invention of the printing press by Johannes Gutenberg around 1440, the
classification “children” did not exist.21 The dissemination of texts made possible by the printing
press, however, encouraged increased literacy. As more adults learned to read, the distinction
between adults and children emerged. Adulthood symbolized the ability to acquire knowledge,
an ability that children lacked. Children became adults when they learned how to read.22
Enlightenment thinkers further developed the notion of children in a variety of ways.
Erasmus viewed children as small, moldable adults who had yet to be civilized.23 Likewise,
Locke’s idea of tabula rasa—that we are all born as “blank slates” who must learn everything
because innate knowledge does not exist—caused many educated parents to feel guilty as they
realized the importance of nurturing their children’s minds, so they could become successful
adults. In contrast to Locke’s Protestant theories, Rousseau embodied the romantic perspective
and emphasized the importance of children themselves, rather than viewing them as a means to
an end (i.e. adulthood). Locke’s model of adding knowledge to children’s minds came to

19. Ibid., 172-179.
20. Neil Postman, The Disappearance of Childhood (New York: Vintage Books, 1994), xi.
21. Ibid., xii.
22. Ibid., 36.
23. Ibid., 50.
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dominate American thought throughout most of the nineteenth century; however, from the end of
the Civil War to the 1950s, Americans adopted a more romantic perspective of children and
childhood.24
The peak of childhood from 1850 to 1950 was exemplified by the push to get kids out of
factories and into schools. The new perspective saw childhood as a biological category and
birthright that transcended class distinctions.25 As the Protestant and romantic views of
childhood intermingled in the late 1800s and early 1900s, the push for education of workingclass children, drawing on Locke’s tabula rasa, and the increased protection and sentimentalism
surrounding sickly and impoverished children, drawing on Rousseau’s idea of childhood as
important and a birthright, came to affect the creation of children’s sanitariums and disease
prevention tactics greatly.26 The Great Depression in the 1930s further changed the public’s
perception of childhood. Amidst the economic turmoil, the government instituted child labor
laws to create more opportunities for adults who needed to provide for their families. Desperate
marketers also began advertising child-specific products, like comic books, movies, and toys
(e.g. dolls and Mickey Mouse watches).27 The consumerization of children also increased the
perceived agency of children.
The Great Depression also brought a drastic increase in homeless children because some
families were unable to care for them. In 1932, a sociologist interviewed 500 homeless children
and found that many of the boys had stolen things they needed at one point, and nine of the girls
24. Ibid., 57-60.
25. Ibid., 67.
26. For more sources on the history of childhood, see Elliott West, Growing Up in Twentieth Century
America: A History and Reference Guide (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1996).
27. Steven Mintz, Huck’s Raft: A History of American Childhood (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 2004), 236.
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had turned to prostitution in exchange for bread. Most suffered from malnutrition. In the late
1930s, the government responded to the crisis by instituting New Deal policies that outlawed
child labor, introduced free school lunches for 500,000 children a day, constructed 1,600 nursery
schools in rural and impoverished areas, and established a program of financial aid for dependent
children, called Aid to Dependent Children (ADC). The ADC was inadequately funded and
flawed—it included a test of morality to prove that families were truly “deserving”—but it
reflected society’s increasing role as children’s caregivers.28 Likewise, the popularity of child
star Shirley Temple in the 1930s portrayed the innocence of children and intensified American’s
“sentimentalization of childhood.”29
From the mid-1930s to the 1950s, the notion of children as knowledgeable and innocent
combined to create an interesting role. Children became economic agents who informed adults
about what to purchase while remaining vulnerable and in need of protection. This is reflected in
advertisements that depicted children showing their parents what to buy, establishing the notion
of ‘child knows best.’ Because children were not shown as purchasers in their own right, they
required their parents to buy the things they needed to protect them. The notion of ‘child knows
best’ was used for a variety of products, but its use in the food industry is particularly revealing
as it established children as the purveyors of knowledge about nutrition.30 Children’s perceived
ability to inform their parents about the most helpful products and the most nutritious foods
enabled the educational emphasis on nutrition and hygiene to spread to parents more easily.
Their need for protection combined with their knowledge of product purchasing would similarly

28. Mintz, 242-244.
29. Ibid., 251.
30. Gary S. Cross, The Cute and the Cool: Wondrous Innocence and Modern American Children’s
Culture (Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2004), accessed April 8, 2018, ProQuest, 72-74.
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increase the success of children selling Christmas Seals, which would protect other children from
disease.
The 1940s saw a similar phenomenon as adults were expected to make children happy.
World War II took fathers, sons, brothers, and uncles across the world to fight and die. As in the
1930s when the nation experienced significant poverty, adults sought to attend to the needs of
children by entertaining them (e.g. Shirley Temple and Disney movies) and giving them things
they wanted, like chocolate and junk food. The realities of war meant that adults lost the ability
to protect children from the horrors of the real world, so they instead tried to please their children
and induce childlike wonder in order to preserve some semblance of innocence.31 The 1930s and
1940s, therefore, lacked the idea that adults could protect children from the outside world
completely but maintained the concept that adults remained responsible for protecting children
through materialistic means. Following the end of World War II, the money families had saved
due to purchasing restrictions could again be spent, and middle-class adults found they could
spend money on children in order to vicariously indulge in an increasingly materialistic society
without seeming immoral or greedy.32 It was, therefore, morally right, possibly morally
mandatory, for the middle class to donate their money and time to organizations that tried to
protect children from any further horrors, like disease and death.

“Christmas is the face of the child.”33

31. Ibid., 201.
32. Ibid., 168-169.
33. Chinchy Russell, “Christmas is the Face of the Child,” Parents, December 1941, 15.
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By the start of the 19th century, tuberculosis had killed one in seven of all people who had
ever existed. Although this number began declining following Dr. Koch’s 1882 discovery that
tuberculosis was contagious, tuberculosis still posed a major health concern in the 1930s and
1940s. In an effort to combat the spread of the pernicious disease, local and national tuberculosis
associations funded mobile x-ray units and tuberculin tests that easily determined one’s
tuberculosis status. Additionally, these associations and state public health organizations funded
the creation and maintenance of sanitariums to quarantine the sick and do their best to eradicate
them of the disease. These institutions were funded through state and federal grants as well as
donations. Often, these donations came in the form of Christmas Seal proceeds.34
In 1907, Emily Bissel, a volunteer for the National Tuberculosis Association, created
Christmas Seals—stamps sold during the Christmas season to raise money for the prevention and
treatment of tuberculosis.35 In order to market these Seals, images of children were often used to
inspire empathy in the donor. The producers preyed on people’s instincts to protect children and
the spirit of Christmas in order to make the Seals more marketable. In the late 1800s, members of
the American upper classes were facing a crisis: their children who wanted for nothing had
become jaded with Christmas presents. Because the poor could not afford Christmas presents,
wealthy Americans saw charitable giving to help poor children a perfect solution to their
dilemma.36 This continued sentiment of Christmas giving combined with images of vulnerable
children were utilized by the middle-class producers of both the Christmas Seals and their

34. PBS, “TB in America: 1894-1954,” American Experience, accessed December 8, 2018,
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/plague-gallery/.
35. American Lung Association, “The History of Christmas Seals,” Christmas Seals, accessed December 8,
2018, http://www.christmasseals.org/history/.
36. Nissenbaum, 246.
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accompanying posters to convince people to spend a small amount of money to save children’s
lives.
Both the Christmas Seal and its accompanying marketing poster in 1932 depicted two
young children, one girl and one boy, caroling on a street corner in the snow (See, Figures 10
and 11).37 The two children were portrayed as being cold and defenseless; this was demonstrated
through the young boy’s vulnerable, pigeon-toed stance, common in toddlers.38 This imagery of
defenseless children alone on a street corner likely reflected the Great Depression context in
which the image was created. The amount of homeless and needy children spiked during the
Great Depression, leading to child labor laws and free school lunches to protect the innocent
youth. This social concept of protecting children in the 1930s was utilized here in order to sell
more Christmas Seals.
Great Depression era sentiments were similarly reflected in the 1938 Christmas Seal and
marketing poster (See, Figures 12 and 13). Both showed a woman with two young children
lighting a red candle in her window. Traditionally, candles were placed in windows to signify the
light of Christ and represented hope.39 The candles juxtaposed against the dark night represented
hope, despite the reality of tuberculosis and hardships waiting for the vulnerable children right
outside their door. The message of “Health Greetings” instead of Seasons’ Greetings on the
Christmas Seal itself similarly equated the hope traditionally exuded during the Christmas season

37. American Lung Association, “Christmas Seals: Gallery,” accessed September 24, 2018,
https://www.christmasseals.org/gallery/; National Tuberculosis Association, "Buy Christmas seals fight
tuberculosis" (advertisement), National Tuberculosis Association, U.S. National Library of Medicine: Digital
Collection, 1932, accessed October 25, 2018, http://resource.nlm.nih.gov/101453124.
38. Rupal Christine Gupta, "In-toeing & Out-toeing in Toddlers," KidsHealth, Nemours, last reviewed
February 2015, accessed October 31, 2018, https://kidshealth.org/en/parents/gait.html.
39. Melissa Chan, "Here's How Christmas Lights Came to Be," Time, last updated December 22, 2015,
accessed October 31, 2018, http://time.com/4152307/christmas-tree-lights-history/.
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with the hope of being free from tuberculosis. Like with most of the other marketing posters, the
Christmas Seal motto “Buy Christmas Seals: Protect your home from tuberculosis” clearly
demonstrated the particularly persuasive connection between protecting one’s own children and
other children from the horrors wrought by tuberculosis.40 Because the middle class was focused
on protecting the innocent through responsible actions, like donations and following scientific
practices, this would have played well to the Christmas Seal campaign’s middle-class market.
Similar to the 1932 Christmas Seal and accompanying marketing poster, the 1940
Christmas Seal and advertisement also used caroling children as its imagery (See, Figures 14 and
15). Unlike the 1932 Seal though, the children depicted in the 1940 Seal did not appear quite as
vulnerable. Rather, they seemed to appeal more to people’s inherit attraction to the adorable, as
demonstrated by the children’s nice clothing and round, rosy cheeks.41
Similar to evoking Great Depression era fears of sick, needy children, advertisements and
Christmas Seals produced in the 1940s drew upon the spirit of protecting the vulnerable that
prevailed during World War II. The 1943 Christmas Seal and marketing poster both had a
distinctly war poster-style (See, Figures 16 and 17). The font and star used in the Seal itself
juxtaposed against a young girl and her doll watching for Santa, proved especially dramatic. The
choice to make the Seal and poster appear militaristic evoked the fight against tuberculosis,
which had to be accomplished in order for children who still believed in magic to survive.
Produced during the United States’ involvement in World War II, these images likely drew upon
the American spirit and belief that the nation should fight to protect the vulnerable in society. In

40. American Lung Association; National Tuberculosis Association, "Buy Christmas Seals: protect your
home from tuberculosis" (advertisement), National Tuberculosis Association, U.S. National Library of Medicine:
Digital Collection, 1938, accessed October 25, 2018, http://resource.nlm.nih.gov/101452771.
41. American Lung Association.
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this case, the vulnerable people were American children.42 This imagery would, therefore, have
been particularly persuasive.43
Christmas Seals aptly depicted images inspired by the Christmas season. While
Christmas is a time of generosity and charity, producers of Christmas Seals evoked more than
just holiday spirit in order to convince people to buy them. Over the years, Christmas Seals
evolved, but many depicted children because the American spirit of sentimentalism and
protectionism in the 1930s and 1940s during the Great Depression and World War II,
respectively, were incredibly persuasive.

“Images of children take emotional advantage of their audiences while
serving…institutional interests…”44
A child during the 1940s, Jerry Fisher described “slipping and sliding all over the place”
while he was barefoot, taking a shower in the communal bathroom at the working-class,
California labor camp where he was raised. That “slipping and sliding” was not from water,
though. It was from chewing tobacco-laden saliva that other people had discarded before he
began showering.45 Throughout the early 1900s, an anti-spitting campaign spread across the
nation as the middle class sought to prevent children from contracting tuberculosis through

42. Immigrant children and children of color were notably not often included in these campaigns as their
background was often blamed for their sickness instead of their present environment, like was argued among white,
working-class children. This thesis is too limited to explore racial elements present in the anti-tuberculosis
movement, but that would be of interest and importance for future researchers.
43. American Lung Association; André Dugo, "Buy Christmas seals: protect your home from tuberculosis"
(advertisement), New York: National Tuberculosis Association, U.S. National Library of Medicine: Digital
Collection, 1943, accessed October 25, 2018, http://resource.nlm.nih.gov/101451938.
44. Zarzyka, 30.
45. Jerry Fisher, phone interview by author, December 5, 2018.
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contact with what they considered to be the “seed” of the disease. The focus on spit from 1900 to
1925 occurred for two main reasons: (1) sputum was a literal carrier of disease or “seed” and (2)
spit represented the behavioral differences between the middle class, who spit into handkerchiefs
or spittoons, and the working class, who spit wherever they pleased, that determined
susceptibility.46 The middle-class effort to curb spitting was one of many reform movements
(e.g. education about etiquette, parenting, nutrition, hygiene) that served to cement the middle
class as the disseminators of knowledge and education to working-class members of society.47
Images of children were used on public health posters, in photographs, and on Christmas
Seals to increase donations to anti-tuberculosis associations and to convince people to behave
within a specific set of standards. Public health posters also depicted images of children in an
effort to convince people to adopt specific health practices based on science instead of traditional
folk medicine. Likewise, photographs were taken of sick children to demonstrate that they were
being cared for via donations and to further emphasize the importance of donating to institutions
and organizations that protected children from the horrors of the world. This notion of protecting
vulnerable children was similarly used by the makers of Christmas Seals and their accompanying
marketing posters to elicit more sales. The middle-class producers of these marketing materials
utilized images of children to prey on Americans’ emotional tendencies for sentimentalism and
protecting the vulnerable in order to increase their profit margins.

46. For more about the social history of tuberculosis, see Helen Bynum, Spitting Blood: The History of
Tuberculosis (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015); Barbara Bates, Bargaining for Life: A Social History of
Tuberculosis, 1876-1938 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1992); Sarah A. Lauer, “The Social
Impact of the Misconceptions Surrounding Tuberculosis,” The Iowa Historical Review 7 (2017): 55–78, accessed
April 1, 2018, https://doi.org/10.17077/2373-1842.1039; Sheila M. Rothman, Living in the Shadow of Death:
Tuberculosis and the Social Experience of Illness in American History (New York: BasicBooks, 1994).
47. Feldberg, 82.
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Children and images that evoked notions of childhood were employed on public health
posters with the goal of persuading people to behave to a specific set of standards set forth by the
middle class. The working class was often blamed for their contraction of the disease because
they often lived in crowded conditions that ignored the scientifically-proven method of
quarantining the sick, they often failed to go to the doctor for preventative exams, and they often
encouraged children to work. These images exploited people’s tendencies to protect children in
order to emphasize the necessity of certain behaviors. Some posters, especially those produced in
the 1930s, exemplified the necessity of parents protecting their children. One such poster
produced in 1936 depicted a child with a bib, saying “Don’t kiss me!” (See, Figure 1). Below,
there was a caption that explained how adults could spread tuberculosis, a highly contagious and
lethal disease, to innocent children by kissing them.48 While disregarding the 1882 discovery that
tuberculosis is spread by airborne tubercle bacilli instead of saliva, this poster sought to impose
health standards that reflected the contagious nature of tuberculosis.49 By encouraging parents
not to kiss their babies, the middle-class creators of this poster were instilling the idea that
quarantining sick people away from high-risk populations, especially children, was essential to
the protection of this vulnerable population. Similar to the sanatoria movement, this research
based recommendation allowed the middle class the power to dictate working-class parents’
relationships to their children and permitted middle-class ideals to permeate the lives and homes
of working-class families.

48. "1936 TB Poster" (advertisement), Pulmonary Tuberculosis, accessed August 28,
2018, http://museum.aarc.org/gallery/pulmonary-tuberculosis/.
49. Paul Gibier, “Dr. Koch’s Discovery,” The North American Review 151, no. 409 (1890): 726-727,
accessed April 8, 2018, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25102101.
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The middle class also infiltrated working-class homes by offering parenting advice to
new parents. Like the parenting classes forced upon guardians of children cared for in
preventoriums, these condescending posters emphasized the importance of certain behaviors that
the middle class thought differentiated them from their working-class counterparts. Two posters
entitled “Protect them from tuberculosis” each pictured babies with instructions to working-class
parents to keep their children away from sick people, give them plenty of rest, teach them
healthy habits, and consult doctors regularly (See, Figures 2 and 3). Who decided what habits
were “healthy” largely depended on who was making the posters; in this case, middle-class
notions of what “healthy habits” entailed were being reinforced. That the producers of these
posters assumed that working-class parents both knew what “habits” they were referring to and
were simply refusing to abide by them when caring for their children is also noteworthy,
particularly because this assumption rested on the idea that working-class parents had the ability
to provide these things for their children. Working-class parents were often too busy and lacked
the funds to see doctors regularly, and children often needed to work in order to provide basic
necessities for the family. Giving children plenty of rest and keeping them away from sick
people in crowded conditions was, therefore, often untenable.50 A similar poster depicted a
mother nursing her baby with a caption that explained that nursing babies protected them from
sickness. Although working-class women might nurse their babies, those who had to return to
work shortly after giving birth in order to earn enough money to buy basic necessities may have

50. The existence of two posters, one that depicts a white baby and one that depicts a baby of color, also
speaks to the racial elements that naturally played a role in the anti-tuberculosis movement, but that is not the focus
of this study. National Tuberculosis Association, "Protect them from tuberculosis" (advertisement), National
Tuberculosis Association, U.S. National Library of Medicine: Digital Collection, 1930a, accessed October 25, 2018,
http://resource.nlm.nih.gov/101453494; National Tuberculosis Association, "Protect them from tuberculosis"
(advertisement), National Tuberculosis Association, U.S. National Library of Medicine: Digital Collection, 1930b,
accessed October 25, 2018, http://resource.nlm.nih.gov/101453758.
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not breastfed as long as middle-class women, who were able to take time off work, might have.51
Like the 1936 “Don’t kiss me!” campaign, these posters allowed the middle class to influence the
lives of working-class people in their homes. In order to cement their position as decidedly above
working class, the middle class, playing their role as the disseminators of information and
education, sought to imbue their ideals and standards in the minds of the working class to fulfill
their class role and to demonstrate their superiority.
Another Chicago poster emphasized the idea that a father’s most important job was the
protection of his children (See, Figure 4).52 This poster was created at the beginning of World
War II, which likely influenced the significance of this message. The United States entered
World War II for a variety of reasons, but one of the most important was the protection of our
country following the bombing of Pearl Harbor. The United States drafted men to protect our
more vulnerable citizens at home: the elderly, disabled people, women, and children. In this way,
the poster preyed on the strong protectionist sentiment in the country at the time by claiming that
more than anything else, a father should be providing a healthy living environment for his
children and protecting them from sickness and disease. This poster also reflected the patriarchal
values that were especially present amongst the middle class during this time. As men went off
to war and women entered the workforce, fears of changing gender roles led to a widespread
campaign to reinforce the traditional patriarchal family structure in which the man of the house
provides for his dependents, which in this case includes his wife. The traditional, patriarchal

51. Erik Hans Krause, "Nurse the baby Your protection against trouble: Inform yourself through the Health
Bureau publications and consult your doctor" (advertisement), Washington, D.C.: WPA Federal Art Project, Library
of Congress, 1936-1938, accessed October 25,
2018, http://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/wpapos/item/98516179/.
52. E. S. Reid, "A lifelong job--the constant protection of their health--The Cook County Public Health
Unit" (advertisement), Chicago: Illinois Federal Art Project, Library of Congress, 1936-1941, accessed October 25,
2018, http://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/wpapos/item/98513455/.
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family which this poster champions would have been widely appealing to the middle class and
may have been used to ensure that the working class was similarly aware of the importance of
adherence to traditional gender norms in order to safeguard the nation despite the present, Rosie
the Riveter phenomenon.53
Childhood was also evoked in images that encouraged adults to behave in specific ways
to protect their own health. In one Chicago poster, the artist used an image of a teacher and the
concept of grades to encourage people to get tuberculin tests (See, Figure 5). In schools, grades
are a primary extrinsic motivating factor to succeed. Drawing upon the curricular goals in the
classroom that encouraged students to act in ways the middle class desired, the middle-class
creators of this poster similarly appealed to people’s desire to succeed by implying that people
who got tuberculin tests would receive the teacher’s approval and get an ‘A’ for their effort.54
Drawing upon the Modern Health Crusade themes of previous decades, the “March on to
Health” poster pictured child warriors who would fight for the anti-tuberculosis campaign by
marching through the streets to encourage everyone to get their tuberculin tests (See, Figure 6).
This is one of the few posters that depicted children fighting for the tuberculosis movement. The
imagery here is also eerily similar to marching images of Hitler Youth brigades, likely in order to
allude to the concept of youth mobilization to fight for the nation. In this case, the interests of the
nation that the youth were supposed to fight for involved stopping the tuberculosis epidemic.55

53. Ruth Milkman, “Review: Gender, Consciousness, and Social Change: Rethinking Women's World War
II Experience,” Contemporary Sociology 16, no. 1 (January 1987), 23, accessed December 8, 2018,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2071182.
54. WPA Federal Art Project Chicago, Illinois, "1938 TB Poster" (advertisement), Pulmonary
Tuberculosis, accessed August 28, 2018, http://museum.aarc.org/gallery/pulmonary-tuberculosis/.
55. WPA Federal Art Project "March on to health Get your test now: City of Chicago Municipal
Tuberculosis Sanitarium" (advertisement), Library of Congress, 1936-1939, accessed October 25, 2018,
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/wpapos/item/98508416/.
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All of these posters conveyed messages that attempted to alter the behaviors of the
working class. While few posters sought to cause city-wide changes, most posters used the
imagery of children to infiltrate the homes of working-class parents. Like the impacts of school
curriculum on families, these posters used images of children to alter the behaviors of the
working class. Similar to the anti-spitting campaigns used in previous decades, the middle class
produced these posters with the goal of ingratiating their ideology into the minds of workingclass individuals in order to cement their position as both superior intellectually and behaviorally
through their duty as the disseminators of knowledge and information.

“Charity as a spectator sport”56
When people think of tragedies, similar images often come to mind. The Dust Bowl
might be remembered by the “Migrant Mother”—an image taken of a mother and her two
children by photographer Dorothea Lange.57 When people think of poverty in Africa, the first
thing that might come to mind is an image of an emaciated child. The Vietnam War might
inspire the image of children running from a napalm attack, called “The Terror of War” by Nick
Ut.58 Images of children have long been used to inspire sympathy among aggressors and donors.
These children became the faces of wars, human rights violations, poverty, and sickness. 59

56. Stephen Nissenbaum, The Battle for Christmas (New York: Vintage Books, 1997), 250.
57. Dorothea Lange, Migrant Mother, Nipomo, California, 1936, Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY,
accessed December 9, 2018, https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/dorothea-lange-migrant-mother-nipomocalifornia-1936/.
58. Nick Ut, The Terror of War, 1972, accessed December 9, 2018,
http://100photos.time.com/photos/nick-ut-terror-war.
59. Zarzycka, 29.
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Similarly, photos taken of children with tuberculosis inspired sympathy with donors of the antituberculosis movement.
According to one source, visitors were only allowed in tuberculosis sanitariums one
Sunday a month from 4:00 to 5:30 pm.60 Schedules in sanitariums and preventoriums were
necessarily strict to allow for a rigid structure that was thought to aid in the healing process. The
schedules were also another way for the middle class to impose their ideals on susceptible
children. Children, therefore, learned the importance of rest, organized games, prayers and
devotionals, and the nutritional value of milk, which would hopefully spread to their families.
Group tours of these hospitals similarly cemented the importance of the middle class in saving
these children’s lives.61 Photographs of sick children and group tours of tuberculosis hospitals
inspired empathy and sought to increase donations to sanitariums and preventoriums. The group
tours also allowed middle-class donors to demonstrate their class status, monetary ability to
donate, virtue, and superiority over the working class.
Group tours of tuberculosis sanitariums verged on being exploitive as they likely
overwhelmed the young, sick children. A photo entitled “Group Tour of the Springville
Tuberculosis Hospital” showed twenty-three visitors and three doctors either embarking on or
culminating a group tour of the Springville Tuberculosis Hospital that housed children in a
special ward within the hospital (See, Figure 7).62 Other photos from this hospital depicted
similar tours in the children’s ward. One photograph depicted a child, approximately one year

60. Mae Bridges, “Spartanburg County Nutrition Camp for Children,” Master’s thesis, University of South
Carolina, 1940, 26.
61. Ibid., 22-23.
62. “Group Tour of the Springville Tuberculosis Hospital,” circa 1940, Tulare County Library, Visalia,
California, accessed April 8,
2018, http://oac.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/c8b56gzz/?docId=c8b56gzz&brand=oac4&layout=printable-details.
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old based on the child’s ability to sit up on his or her own, sitting in a crib with a group of eight
or nine people, including one doctor and a photographer, crowded around the toddler. A few
women were also shown peering into the crib (See, Figure 8).63 In another similar image, an
older girl, about two or three years old, was shown standing in a crib with a group of 11 or 12
people, including one nurse, one doctor, and a photographer, standing around her and peering in
(See, Figure 9).64
In both these images, the children were studied and viewed almost as if they were zoo
animals. None of the adults pictured appeared to have any attachment to the child, based on the
children’s reactions to the people, likely indicating that they were not the children’s parents or
relatives. Instead, these people appeared to be posing for the camera; their placement in a
semicircle in front of the camera made it possible for almost everyone to be visible, and the
smiles on their faces and eyes aimed towards the camera made this shot seemed posed. This all
begs the question: why would a group of people want to tour a building filled with contagious
children when they could easily become ill themselves? If these photographs were depicting
members of the middle class, the pictures could have been used as a way to bolster one’s class
standing by acting as proof of volunteer work or as proof of donations.
Regardless of the class composition of these images though, the photographs could have
been part of a campaign to convince people to visit children’s sanitariums more frequently. In
one contemporaneous curriculum guide, teachers were encouraged to assign students the

63. "A Group Visiting the Children's Ward at the Springville Hospital,” 1940/50s, Online Archive of
California, accessed February 19, 2018, http://www.oac.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/c82n50gv/?order=1.
64. "Tour Group Visits Children's Ward in the Springville Tuberculosis Hospital,” 1940s, Online Archive
of California, accessed February 19, 2018, http://www.oac.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/c86d5r66/?order=1.
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following task: “Visit the nearest tuberculosis sanatorium to learn what constitutes good
treatment of tuberculosis patients. (There is no danger of contracting the disease through such a
visit.).”65 Even though scientists understood that tuberculosis was a highly contagious, airborne
disease well before the 1940s, curriculum developers and people who toured tuberculosis
sanitariums must have thought the benefits outweighed the costs.66 In some cases, glass viewing
windows also provided people with access to touring but with a substantially lower risk of
infection. Despite the disease risk though, group touring was clearly marketed towards workingclass children with the goal of teaching them the proper way (i.e. middle-class way) of treating
tuberculosis by allowing them to watch middle-class doctors and nurses treat sick children.
Group tours for children would have also potentially had the added effect of scaring children into
behaving according to middle-class standards in order to avoid being sent to a sanitarium
themselves.
Group tours were both invasive to the children in the sanitariums and incredibly risky for
the people exposed to the highly contagious bacteria. The photographic evidence and the
curricular recommendation, however, demonstrates that the goals of touring these sanitariums
involved educating working-class children about middle-class methods of treating tuberculosis
and proving that the middle class was successful in caring for children with tuberculosis. The
photographs also inspired empathy and may have increased donations to help fund the protection
and care of the sick children pictured.

65. Statewide Committee on Prevention and Control of Disease Among School Children, Learn and Live:
A Teacher's Guide for Health Education in Tuberculosis Control (Madison: Wisconsin Anti-Tuberculosis
Association, October 1948), 11.
66. In fact, scientist Robert Koch discovered that tuberculosis was spread from person to person via the
tubercle bacilli in 1882. Gibier, 726-727.
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“In order effectively to carry out the tuberculosis work…we must begin with the mothers,
and children in the home, and then with the children in the schools.”67
At the 1930 White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, the Children’s
Charter asserted that it was the right for every child to have “such teaching and training as will
prepare him for successful parenthood” and for every child to have parents that were given
“supplementary training to fit them to deal wisely with the problems of parenthood.”68 The
Children’s Charter influenced the health education provided in schools across the country during
the 1930s. Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, many new curriculum guides were developed by
anti-tuberculosis associations, especially by the National Tuberculosis Association (NTA), that
focused on teaching children new health habits. These lesson plans were supposed to help
prevent sickness in children as well as influence the adults around them to adopt the same habits.
The middle class creators of these guides sought to indoctrinate the children with the middle
class ideals of hygienic practices, like physical education and nutrition, and of a protected
childhood. Because sickness and death would have violated children’s innocence, the middle
class sought to shelter children from such realities by teaching them “right” ways of living.
Beginning in the Progressive Era, “‘scientific motherhood,’ which referred to
motherhood guided by scientific supervision and principles, was touted as superior to folk and
local health practices and embodied the idea that everyday life would be improved by scientific
knowledge.” These scientific medical recommendations were “designed to ‘uplift’ the poor and

67. Edward O. Otis, The Great White Plague: Tuberculosis, 2nd ed. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell,
1907), 234, accessed December 4, 2018, https://archive.org/details/greatwhiteplague00otisuoft/page/n7.
68. Children’s Bureau (DHEW), The Story of the White House Conferences on Children and Youth
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1967), 11, accessed December 4, 2018,
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working class to middle-class standards.”69 However, lack of funds and distrust of doctors in
favor of folk medicine and home remedies made this middle-class effort difficult. Working-class
mothers often sought advice from their own mothers or knowledgeable women in their
community about remedies for a variety ailments, including colds, stomachaches, and ear
infections. Children with colds were given a mixture of whiskey, honey, and lemon;
stomachaches were treated with a concoction of baking soda and cod liver oil; and ears were
cleaned with peroxide in an attempt to cure ear infections. Poor, working-class mothers often
turned to doctors only when their child was severely ill. The middle class, therefore, turned their
attention to the education of children with the hope that children’s high susceptibility and
openness to new ideas would enable children, and consequently their parents, to adopt scientific
health practices.70 As demonstrated by the Children’s Charter, the middle class placed a premium
on the protection of children, and they believed that the only way to protect children was to
educate them and their parents on how children should be raised. Thus, educational curricula
emphasized that teachers and doctors knew more than parents, convincing children to place their
trust in the middle class over their working-class families.
The conditions in which working-class families lived and worked largely informed the
middle class’s presumptions about health and hygiene standards among the working class.
Working-class living conditions were often crowded and communal with numerous people
sharing bathing facilities and toilets. Labor camps during the Great Depression and factories and
slums in urban areas were cesspools of disease because of frequent spitting by tobacco users,

69. Jacquelyn Litt, “American Medicine and Divided Motherhood: Three Case Studies from the 1930s and
1940s,” The Sociological Quarterly 38, no. 2 (Spring 1997), 286, accessed December 5, 2018,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4120737.
70. Ibid., 286.
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crowded conditions, and often unclean bathing facilities. In fact, parents would reportedly chew
tobacco and then place it on bee and wasp stings in an attempt to reduce swelling and pain. In an
effort to combat the lack of hygiene and prevalence of folk medicine, the middle class included
hygiene instruction in their curriculum guides for working-class children.71 A curriculum guide
produced by the Kansas Department of Public Instruction stated, "There is a definite correlation
between home and community health and sanitation, and personal health and sanitation.”72
Teachers were encouraged to perform daily inspections of personal health and sanitization that
could be recorded on a chart in the classroom to encourage continued hygienic behaviors. Some
of the suggested behaviors to be examined included cleanliness of the face and hands, neatness
of clothing and shoes, cleanliness and neatness of hair, and cleanliness of teeth.73 The guide
ultimately stated that the goal of this health education was to "affect the living of his entire
family in the home.”74
National and local tuberculosis associations also utilized curriculum guides to try to
encourage healthy habits and prevent tuberculosis among the working class. The Wisconsin
guide Learn and Live: A Teacher's Guide for Health Education in Tuberculosis Control provided
lesson plan ideas that elementary, middle, and high school teachers could incorporate into their
instruction in order to educate children and their parents about how to prevent tuberculosis. In
addition to education about hygienic practices similar to those in the Kansas curriculum guide,
projects for students to complete that centered around sanitariums were popular. The projects
71. Ibid., 286.
72. Fred L. Miller, Health and Physical Education for Kansas Elementary Schools: A Program of
Suggested Study Outlines on Major Health Areas and an Introduction to Teaching Physical Education (Topeka,
Kansas: State Department of Public Instruction, 1947), 15.
73. Ibid., 17.
74. Ibid., 5.
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were designed to emphasize the importance of sick people going to sanitariums instead of
remaining in the home. Teachers were encouraged to take children on field trips to visit
sanitariums.75 In this way, learning about and touring sanitariums was used to encourage children
to go to sanitariums if they contracted tuberculosis, but it was also used as a mechanism of
emphasizing the importance of children encouraging others in the home to go to sanitariums
when sick.
Children's sanitariums were described as institutions "to help the sick recover...to protect
other members of the family...to teach the patient the proper way to live."76 The assumption that
children who contracted tuberculosis did so because of the way they were living showcased the
middle-class perspective that working-class children simply needed to be educated in order to
stop the tuberculosis epidemic.77
Teachers were also encouraged to show the short film “Goodbye, Mr. Germ” to educate
students about how tuberculosis was spread and how to avoid catching the disease.78 The film
“Goodbye, Mr. Germ!”, produced by the National Tuberculosis Association, depicted a
scientist's imaginary conversation with a tubercle bacillus via a radio translator he invented.
During the conversation the animated tubercle bacillus, Mr. Germ, admitted to infecting a twoyear-old child. Edgar, the young boy, was infected at a young age by sharing spoons with his
Aunt Matilda who did not know she was sick. Mr. Germ made his way to "Lungland" where a

75. Statewide Committee on Prevention and Control of Disease Among School Children, Learn and Live:
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sign said that there was “lots and lots for sale.” Once there, he “got busy,” and soon Edgar's
lungs were filled with bacilli. Mr. Germ explained that as long as he avoided soap and water, he
was safe, "Oh how soap and water kill us." The bacillus explained that Edgar did not even know
he was sick because Edgar’s immune system built walls around the bacilli, trapping the infection
for years.
However as Edgar got older, he stopped eating right and started staying out late in an
effort to make more money to support himself and his girlfriend, which put a strain on his
immune system. Years after the initial infection, Edgar got sick. He was lethargic, had no
appetite, lost weight, and began coughing up blood, so Edgar went to a doctor and was sent to a
sanitarium. The germ exclaimed that sanitariums offered tubercle bacilli, “No chance at all. They
don't let any of us escape.” Edgar recovered completely and had a son. Mr. Germ sinisterly
claimed, “We'll get young Edgar,” but the scientist said that Edgar had already taken his son to
the doctor to get a tuberculin test, a skin test that determines the presence of tubercle bacilli,
which was negative. Had it been positive, the doctor would have ordered an x-ray to determine
the presence of tuberculosis or lack thereof. Mr. Germ then unceremoniously died, having no
host off of which to survive. The film ended with the message: "Christmas Seals Fight
Tuberculosis.”79
The middle-class creators of “Goodbye, Mr. Germ!” used an animated film to attempt to
teach young children about how tuberculosis was spread, ways to safeguard one’s self against
infection, how to determine if one had an infection, and treatment methods. Children were taught
that sharing dishes with family members allowed disease to spread and that overworking one’s

79. WWIIPublicDomain, “'Goodbye, Mr. Germ!’ 1940 Tuberculosis Film (full)” (video), accessed
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self and not resting enough led to sickness. However, the low-paying jobs offered to members of
the working class often necessitated longer hours, and families often needed children to work in
order to help provide basic necessities. The middle-class scientist depicted in the film ignored
this reality and instead promoted the notion that the working class was to blame for their
increased incidence of illness compared to the middle and upper classes.
The National Tuberculosis Association also used this film as an opportunity to assert the
importance of seeing a doctor when even slightly sick. Had the aunt been treated for tuberculosis
when she first noticed her cough, she may not have spread the disease to her nephew. The
scientist also explained, "When all young folks get a tuberculin test and those who react
positively get an x-ray, TB germs are going to die out. This is a fight to the finish, and man is
going to win this fight. Goodbye, Mr. Germ.” These statements contrasted working-class beliefs
in folk medicine and assumed that all members of the working class were able to afford doctors.
While children were often offered screening in schools, adults would have likely needed to pay
to see a doctor, so the assumption that people who did not seek the advice of a doctor were being
neglectful of their own health and the health of those around them ignored financial obstacles
faced by the working class. Working-class children were, therefore, being taught that their
families were exposing them to sickness and disease by not adhering to middle-class, scientific
standards of care.
The goal of the National Tuberculosis Association was likely for children to encourage
their parents to work less, rest more, and see a doctor at the first sign of any illness, but these
efforts may not have been effective because of societal obstacles faced by the working class. The
NTA was likely more successful in encouraging children to seek out screening measures, since
these were often offered to them free of charge in schools. Discouraging shared utensils and
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cutlery, encouraging hand washing, and encouraging the use of financially subsidized, by the
government or private charities, sanitariums when sick likely was similarly effective. The
message of the importance of sanitariums and the assertion that “Christmas Seals Fight
Tuberculosis” may have also influenced middle-class children to encourage their parents to buy
Christmas Seals in order to fund sanitariums, tuberculosis screenings, etc. in an effort to diminish
their own likelihood of infection.80
The curriculum guide Learn and Live also encouraged teachers to read the book Huber
the Tuber in order to educate students and their families about the cause of tuberculosis.81
Published in 1942, Huber the Tuber reflected America’s involvement in World War II as well as
the ideology of the middle-class members of the National Tuberculosis Association. In the
preface, author Harry A. Wilmer explained that anyone can get tuberculosis but that it was “a
disease reflecting poor living conditions, often a disease of poverty…” Particularly vulnerable to
tuberculosis were people who lived in “industrial areas [that were] overcrowded, [where] living
conditions are poor, overwork and a disregard for personal health are common.”82 Essentially,
Wilmer, backed by the NTA, professed on the first page of this children’s book that the
tuberculosis epidemic was, in part, caused by the disregard of the working class for healthy
living conditions. Wilmer explained that his goal was to provide knowledge about tuberculosis
with the hope of informing people about how to prevent and cure it.
Each page of the book includes a children’s narrative with medical facts at the bottom, so
that both children and their parents could use the book to further their knowledge about

80. WWIIPublicDomain.
81. Statewide Committee on Prevention and Control of Disease Among School Children, 8.
82. Harry A. Wilmer, Huber the Tuber: A Story of Tuberculosis (New York: National Tuberculosis
Association, 1943), preface.
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tuberculosis. Huber the Tuber followed Huber, a tubercle bacillus, through his journey inside the
lung of an infected individual. Wilmer used war imagery, including the resemblance of one
bacillus to Hitler (see Figure 18)83 to compare tuberculosis as a war being fought within one’s
body with the immune system as the Allied forces and the tubercle bacilli as the Axis powers.
Nasty von Sputum, the Hitler-esque tubercle bacillus, said in a speech to all the bacilli as saying
“Go forth and infiltrate! Eat all the lung you can. Weaken your victim. If there is danger, lay low
until the time comes—then strike!”84 By comparing the tubercle bacilli to enemies, children
would have become warriors who fought the enemies by resting, washing their hands, eating
nutritious meals, being screened for tuberculosis by doctors, etc. The idea that warriors could
infiltrate their bodies or those of their family and friends at any moment also likely would have
frightened children. The conclusion of the book was similarly anonymous; it was one sentence
with an image of crossed fingers as if hoping for good luck: “MORAL: Don’t think it can’t
happen to you!”85 This comparison to war and the conclusion, therefore, may have worked to
scare children into adopting middle-class, science-based standards of health and hygiene and
encouraging their parents to adopt these standards as well.
In addition to teaching children middle-class standards of health, hygiene, and the
importance of tuberculosis screenings, Huber the Tuber also acted as a conduit for the middle
class to impose other values, like not drinking or smoking and the reinforcement of strict gender
roles. At one point, the more virulent bacilli planed a coup to oust Huber, a more conservative
bacillus who prevented the disease from worsening, and they succeeded because they poisoned

83. Ibid., 67.
84. Ibid., 66.
85. Ibid., 83.
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and suffocated Huber using a blood alcohol-tainted drink and smoke. The drink and suffocating
smoke, only available because the host drank alcohol and smoked, allowed the disease to
worsen, implying that smoking and drinking, often more common among the working class, led
to worsening illness.86 Strict gender roles were also enforced through a story about Bovy,
Huber’s wife. One day, while Huber slept, Bovy tried to go swimming in the Blood Stream
despite Huber telling her that the current was too fast and would sweep Bovy away. Bovy was
sucked into the Blood Stream and taken from Lungland to the foreign countries of Femoria and
Tibia, where “she still languishes, separated from the man she loves, a horrible example of what
happens to adventurous wives, even in Lungland.”87 Enforcing gender roles would have been
particularly important to the middle class during World War II due to increasing numbers of
women in the workforce and fears of deterioration of the traditional social order, as discussed in
a previous section. The middle class used Huber the Tuber to educate children about
tuberculosis, but they also used it as a conduit through which to transmit their values to workingclass children.
The curriculum guide Learn and Live also provided a series of questions which
communities could use to gauge the effectiveness of these new educational practices. The
following questions clearly expressed the long-term goals of this curriculum:
•
•
•
•

“Are community resources for the control of tuberculosis being used to full advantage?
“Are patients being diagnosed early, with subsequent treatment?
“Are a greater percentage of active cases of tuberculosis going to the sanatorium for care?
“Are fewer patients leaving sanatoria against medical advice?

86. Ibid., 16.
87. Ibid., 30.
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•

“Are there statistical indications which show improvement of the tuberculosis
problem?”88

The long-term goals of anti-tuberculosis health education were clearly three-fold: (1) for children
to adopt middle-class scientific values, (2) for children to influence working-class adults, (3) for
the middle class to impose their values on the working class in order to demonstrate their
superiority.
“Children are not pawns”89
In June 2018, United States President Donald Trump introduced his “zero tolerance”
family separation policy that resulted in the separation of parents and children who illegally
crossed the Mexican-American border. When justifying the president’s policy, White House
Chief of Staff John Kelly explained that the policy was being used as a “deterrent” to prevent
people from illegally crossing the border. Philip Bump of the Washington Post then elaborated
that “the best way to keep from having your children taken from you was not to enter the country
illegally in the first place.” While immigrating to America through legal channels would have
likely prevented people from being separated from their children, this ignored the reality of those
who were immigrating. Instead of endangering their children, as some people claimed, many of
these migrants were seeking asylum from the violence in their countries and had to be in the
United States in order to request this.90

88. Statewide Committee on Prevention and Control of Disease Among School Children, 12.
89. This quote was written on a sign at a Los Angeles “Keep Families Together” protest. Kathleen Parker,
“I don’t recognize this country anymore,” Washington Post, June 15, 2018, accessed December 13, 2018,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/i-dont-recognize-this-country-anymore/2018/06/15/6a9c898a-70cb11e8-bf86-a2351b5ece99_story.html?utm_term=.09947b7888de.
90. Philip Bump, “A frustrated Trump blames migrants for having their children taken from them,”
Washington Post, July 10, 2018, accessed December 13, 2018,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/politics/wp/2018/07/10/a-frustrated-trump-blames-migrants-for-havingtheir-children-taken-from-them/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.86a8a1ed2320.
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As the middle class ignored the economic and social realities of the working-class
families whose children fell ill with tuberculosis and instead blamed them for their children’s
conditions, Americans are now blaming immigrants for the separation of their children from their
families. Other Americans took to the streets to protest the policy, choosing to exhibit a
protectionist mindset similar to that which the National Tuberculosis Association preyed upon in
order to increase Christmas Seal sales. Children in working-class families have been targeted
throughout the years by the middle class, whether it be through educational means, removing
children from their families in order to “protect” them from their parents, blaming the parents for
children’s illnesses, educational deficits, or crimes, etc. Despite America’s protectionist mindset,
the middle and upper classes will likely continue to use children as a means of advancing their
own agendas, so it is crucial that Americans be mindful of which policies and decisions truly
protect children and which ones are only using them for someone else’s benefit.
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